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Nancy Prince

Thread Painting Quilter
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About Nancy
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2014 Best of Show Winner - International Quilt Festival Houston
2015 Marie White Masterpiece - Road to California
2016 Best of World - Mancuso World Quilt New England
International Thread Painting Quilt Teacher and Lecturer
Award-Winning Quilter
Best Selling Author
HGTV 'Simply Quilts' Guest
PBS 'Creative Living' Guest
The Quilt Show with Alex Anderson and Ricky Tims

Learn more








Enjoy the Excitement and Uniqueness Nancy's Techniques Add to your Projects



Nancy's On-Demand Workshops
Your Pace - Your Schedule - Your Home








Thread Painting
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Thread Sketching
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Derwent
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What makes Nancy's Quilts Special?





Thread Painting
Thread painting is a unique way to embellishing your quilts by using the quilt top or a printed design on stabilizer as your canvas and the thread as your paint. It is fun and addictive!!

Learn more


Thread Sketching
Thread sketching gives the essentials of a design without all the detail – in other words an idea of the design. 

Learn more


Derwent Inktense Pencils
Creating with Derwent Inktense pencils is as easy as coloring – pencil the design on fabric and transform the colors with Nancy’s special fabric medium to create dramatic works of art. 

Learn more
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Declaration of Independence - The Painting
Voices of Freedom - The Quilt


Nancy's Latest Competitive Quilt

While standing in the rotunda of the United States of American Capitol building, I was in awe of John Trumbull’s painting depicting the signing of the Declaration of Independence. Recreating the painting as a quilt was the challenge I was looking for to push the limits of thread painting.

Learn more




Nancy's Quilt Gallery
Thread painting is the prominent denominator throughout all of Nancy’s award-winning quilts. Her objective being a detailed oriented artist is that all thread painting figures or elements are entirely realistic and represent in all aspects what the design would look like in nature.

Learn more
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Learn From Nancy


On-Demand
Workshops



On-Demand Workshops

computer
Open Enrollment



Zoom Workshops


Quilt Guilds and Shows

Onsite Workshops
Zoom Workshops


Teaching Schedule



Guilds and Shows
Open Enrollment





My Wonderful Students




Sandra D.
San Diego, CA


By far the best workshop I have ever had. You were organized, precise, and personable and the booklet you supplied for the workshop is the best ever. The videos of each step of the workshop were clear and concise and huge thanks for the 30 days I have to view the videos to finish my project.  I am looking forward to taking another open enrollment workshop soon.






Pamela S
Knoxville, TN


I am new to Zoom and was a little more than nervous about taking my first Zoom workshop. But your husband worked with me until I felt comfortable with the icons and signing on. So by workshop day, I was confident that I could navigate Zoom. I had never taken a thread painting workshop but you made me feel confident right from the start. I want to thank you for the patience of both your husband and yourself to make my first Zoom workshop a success. I will see you in another workshop for sure. 





Lorraine V.
Ledue, Alberta Canada 


I just love your classes and you are one of the best teachers I have ever had.





Lorrie W.
Los Gatos, CA


Nancy, you are an amazing teacher and you care about your students.  You know how to teach new skills and give your students confidence. Thanks for all you do.





Mitzi H.
Dover, NH


I wanted to let you know how delighted I am and my family is with my workshop project. Thank you so much for all your time and teaching. Such a pleasure to get to know you. 





Anita S.


Creatively you have unlocked a new way to enhance my applique. I am so excited about what I have learned today and that I got to meet you. You still keep me in awe of what you do. 
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Student Showcase

Students in my workshops do amazing work. The Student Showcase is to let those that wish to exhibit their work from either workshops they have taken from me or projects resulting from their own imagination. A huge thank you to all that participate!!

Learn more





Sign Up for Nancy's Newsletter
Keep up with Nancy's quilting adventures.
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